
Twentieth-Century 
American Orthodoxy’s Era of 
Non-Observance, 1900-1960

During the first half of the twentieth century, if and when an
American Jew attended a synagogue, he or she most likely prayed

and socialized in an Orthodox house of worship.1 However, most of
these Orthodox synagogue-goers, drawn from among the masses of
Eastern European Jews and their children—who then constituted the
majority of America’s Jews—were not especially punctilious in their
adherence to the demands and requirements of Jewish law as prescribed
in the Shulh. an Arukh. Neither did these nominally Orthodox Jews
attempt in any dramatic way to separate themselves from other Jews,
nor to socialize their children away from general American society.

This fundamental gap between affiliation and observance was
already evident within New York’s downtown communities of the turn-
of-the-century. There, on the High Holidays, a combination of nostalgia,
awe over the Days of Judgment, and the desire to be among (and to be
seen by) their fellow Jews in shul brought immigrants en masse to both
storefront landsmanshaft and more established Orthodox synagogues in
their neighborhoods. “On Rosh Ha-Shanah,” one Yiddish newspaper
writer recalled, “one could really see how the Jewish population had
grown; all the big and little synagogues were packed.” Indeed, the
demand for seats was so immense that a cottage industry of “mushroom
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synagogues” emerged each year as “the back rooms of East Side saloons
and empty stores were transformed into prayer halls—[with] a minyan
and a cantor. Yiddish theaters became synagogues too.” In all of these
venues, the Jews’ devotions were so heartfelt and sincere that even a
hard-boiled free-thinker like Socialist newspaper editor Abraham Cahan
could not help but describe reverently “the sighs and sobs of the Days of
Awe, the thrill that passes through the heartbroken tallis-covered con-
gregation when the shofar blows.”2

However, these annual expressions of piety and involvement did not
reflect year-round commitment to an Orthodox life-style. For example,
the rank and file of downtown Orthodox synagogue members honored
Shabbat observance in the breach. Indeed, most were at their places of
work, and not in their seats, Saturday morning, when immigrant preach-
ers excoriated them for not adhering to tradition. Probably Hebrew poet
Ephraim Lisitsky captured the spirit of non-observance in these commu-
nities best when he remarked: “In the Jewish Quarter through which [the
Sabbath Queen] had just passed they trampled with weekday shoes the
train of her bridal gown.” In his immigrant home in Boston, he noted
matter-of-factly, “very few Jews observed the Sabbath.”3 Rabbi Simon
Greenberg has recalled similarly that as a boy in Brownsville, Brooklyn,
“all of the stores on Pitkin Avenue were owned by Jews, but only one
store was closed on the Sabbath.” 4 Two concomitant sociological sur-
veys of downtown New York Jews largely confirm these impressions. A
1912 study evidenced that only one-quarter of Jewish workers did not
labor on Shabbat, as attendance in the shop took precedence over pres-
ence in the synagogue. A year later, in 1913, another report revealed that
nearly 60% of the stores in a Jewish area of the Lower East Side were
open on Saturday.5

By definition, those Orthodox Jews who worked and did not pray in
the synagogue on Shabbat were not opposed to traditional teachings.
Rather, the problem was their inability and unwillingness to integrate
ancient religious values with their new ambitions and lifestyle. And it
was not only the pursuit of affluence—the aforementioned and well-
chronicled immigrants’ need to work on Shabbat—that moved them
away from observance. Many of those who had begun to succeed eco-
nomically, and who did not have to work, saw Shabbat as a day for
shopping and recreation. If, as one historian has put it, “Hester Street
storekeepers shamelessly exhibited their wares on the Sabbath,” they did
so to attract Jewish customers. The Yiddish theaters were open both 
on Friday night and for the Saturday matinee, attracting hordes of
“Orthodox Jews.” 6
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A Christian observer of the downtown scene, Hutchins Hapgood,
reported on this interesting slice of immigrant religious life:

The Orthodox Jews who go to the theater on Friday, the beginning of
Sabbath, are commonly somewhat ashamed of themselves and try to
quiet their consciences by a vociferous condemnation of the actors on
the stage. The actor, who through the exigencies of his role, is compelled
to appear on Friday night with a cigar in his mouth, is frequently greeted
with hisses and strenuous cries of “Shame, shame, smoke on the
Sabbath!” from the proletarian hypocrites in the gallery.7

Some Orthodox theater-goers purchased their tickets before Shabbat
to assuage their consciences. One theater devotee’s attempt to find such
a gray area within the Halakhah to accommodate his social calendar
only earned him the consternation of his religiously observant father,
who bitterly lamented “the symptoms of decay in my son’s Jewish life.”8

There were others who attended shows after services. And then there
were those who frequented Orthodox shuls on Saturday with very dif-
ferent types of tickets in their hands. In describing the Lower East Side
as “one of the biggest communities in the world filled with Jewish estab-
lishments [where] observing the Jewish Sabbath [is] more in the breach
than in practice,” a downtown synagogue leader unhappily observed:

the most visible sign of Sabbath observance, perhaps, is the stream of
hundreds of Jews entering a synagogue, with a ticket of admission, the
price of which was probably paid on Saturday.9

Non-observance of Shabbat among those who attended Orthodox
synagogues continued apace as those of Eastern European stock accul-
turated further and moved from downtown neighborhoods to the sec-
ond settlement areas of the pre-World War I period. There, in uptown
communities like New York’s West Side, even key board members of
Orthodox synagogues could be found either oblivious to, or uncon-
cerned with, halakhic strictures. When Mordecai M. Kaplan founded
the Jewish Center in 1918, the vice president of his center’s Building
Committee openly let it be known that on at least one occasion, “he was
called to the telephone” when he returned home from the synagogue
and “rushed downtown to the Hotel Biltmore for a meeting.” Indeed,
Kaplan also related that at one memorable meeting held, not incidental-
ly on a Saturday afternoon in a violation of the spirit of Shabbat, a sup-
porter of his who never attended Shabbat morning services because he
was at his office, was so moved by the rabbi’s message that he attempted
“to hand a thousand-dollar bill to the committee right out of his pocket.”



It remained for the synagogue’s president, himself a devout Shabbat
observer, to remind his colleague curtly that “we don’t take money on
the Sabbath.”10

During the inter-war period, Orthodox Jews and their synagogues
moved again to new settlement areas on the outskirts of cities, where
they would remain until the end of the Second World War. There, 
synagogue-goers continued their now long-standing tradition of non-
commitment to Shabbat observance.11 Surveying an unhappy scene in
1920, Rabbi Henry P. Mendes, President of the Orthodox Union, hon-
estly reported that “it is perfectly true that Sabbath desecration is
painfully noticeable in the Middle-West, the West and the South, where
Reform Judaism is so powerful. But it is also true of the East, where
Orthodox Judaism has its strongholds.”12

As in the past, economic constraints and pursuits led those who
belonged to synagogues to work on Shabbat. So explained a leading New
York rabbi, Herbert S. Goldstein, in a 1936 radio address to the Orthodox
Union. There he declared that “most of my brethren who have broken
Jewish unity did so because of the desire for social prestige or on account
of the pressure of economic conditions.” Defining those negligent in
their observances as definitely within, and not without, his Orthodox
community, Goldstein asserted that “just because a Jew thinks he is
forced to give up this or that part of his faith is no reason for his retreat-
ing completely from the banner of tradition.”13

Statistically speaking, a 1935 study of Jewish young adult males in
New York revealed that only one in ten had “attended synagogue service
in the week preceding the interview.” Five years later, a communal exam-
ination noted that 72 percent of that cohort “had not spent anytime in
religious services that entire year.” And these same Jews rated synagogue
“social activities” last among fourteen enumerated “social recreations
and pastimes”—well behind “movies, shopping and visiting.”14

Concomitantly, in an Orthodox synagogue in Stamford, Connecti-
cut, a local sociologist found that “most of those who claim to observe
the Sabbath or holidays are satisfied with little more than attending 
services in the synagogue.” Rather, “their shops as a rule are open on
these days and everyday activities are carried on as usual, although some
of the more strict absent themselves . . . leaving them in the hands of their
children or hired help . . . only three times a year [did] the synagogue fill
all its pews.”15 Similar patterns of non-observance and non-attendance
obtained in “Easttown,” a pseudonymous city situated some sixty miles
from New York City. There, in 1931-1932, another sociologist observed
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a “Jewish community [that] continues to be predominantly Orthodox
in congregational affiliation . . . ” but where “religion played a relatively
small part in the life of the Jewish family as compared with the aspects
of making a living, marrying and educating one’s children” secularly. 
In that community, two-thirds of all Jewish families were affiliated with
the synagogues, but only 1% attended services regularly during the 
year. Typically, the High Holidays attracted 93% of families, mostly to
Orthodox synagogues. A similar style study of Staten Island Jews com-
pleted during this same time period revealed comparable patterns of
behavior. There, where “all but one of the six synagogues on the Island
are Orthodox, on the whole they act as places of worship only on the
High Holidays.”16

This rampant non-observance among members of Orthodox syna-
gogues did not sit well with one lay leader of the Orthodox Union who
traveled the country in 1940. Bert Lewkowitz took a jaundiced view
towards “Jews who do not observe the Sabbath, who do not take their
children to any Hebrew school and do not give them a Jewish home
atmosphere [but] consider themselves Orthodox Jews because they have a
seat on the High Holidays in an Orthodox Synagogue.”17

Essentially, Orthodoxy’s rank and file in new settlement areas led
religious lives that were indistinguishable from those of their fellow sec-
ond-generation Eastern European Jews who affiliated with—but did not
regularly attend—Conservative services in their neighborhoods. For
example, in 1936, a rabbi of a Conservative congregation in Wilkes-
Barre, Pennsylvania reported that in order to attract “a considerable
number of men to Sabbath services,” he had to make sure that all devo-
tions were completed by 11 A.M. “In the whole congregation of about
250 families, there are not one-half dozen men who are not compelled
to go to business on Saturday.” This rabbi’s willingness to move through
the services rapidly had much to do with the reality that his congregants
were also not particularly interested in attending Friday night services
after a long week of work and before going off to their jobs the next
morning. Indeed, in surveying some 46 colleagues nationwide just a few
years earlier, he discovered that in many places, the congregants, “tired
from a day’s business and anticipating the Saturday business for which
they prepare much of the week,” were happier sitting next to the radio
on Friday night than attending services. For this generation of Jews, the
Yiddish theater was passé and the television was yet to be available.18

Concomitantly, at a sister Conservative congregation in Brooklyn,
worshippers at Saturday morning services reportedly “leave on time,
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but all do not arrive on time. Some even straggle in about a half hour or
so before the conclusion of the service. Some attend to their mundane
business after services. Others transact their business during the ser-
vices.” Indeed, many of these worshippers showed no compunction
about violating Shabbat in getting to services. Adumbrating travel pat-
terns that would become the norm in post-Second World War America,
“some come to the synagogue,” it was found, “by subway or automo-
biles. Even some Bar Mitzvah boys are brought to the synagogue by
automobiles.”19

Interestingly enough, as the inter-war period unfolded, the lines of
demarcation in religious ritual, schedule, and architecture which differ-
entiated Orthodox Union synagogues from their United Synagogue of
America counterparts (and even from some Reform congregations)
blurred increasingly. All denominations tried, almost desperately, to
promote comparable formulas to attract the non-observant and those
in the process of disaffiliating back to the synagogue.20

Orthodox Union synagogues, situated both in their denominational
hub of New York and nationwide, habitually sponsored late (that is, well
after sundown) Friday night services as they, like their more liberal reli-
gious counterparts, accommodated the work schedules of their poten-
tial worshippers. Similarly, family pews and a myriad of non-meh. iz. ah
seating patterns obtained widely in Orthodox synagogues even as they
maintained daily minyanim and Talmud study classes for a minority of
devout members; many synagogues and temples even sponsored ancillary
social activities directed to the entire Jewish family. Actually, in some
regions of the country, the Orthodox synagogue was virtually alone in
attempting to reach the non-observant of Eastern European stock. In
Charleston, South Carolina, for example, two Americanized Orthodox
synagogues predominated through the close of the Second World War.
Reportedly, that locality’s “conservative atmosphere and reverence for the
past” bolstered the movement, even as younger members would ride to
synagogue for the Saturday morning service, “but leave their automobiles
a few blocks away out of respect for the orthodoxy of older members.”21

Similarly, in Detroit, Michigan, Congregation Shaarey Zedek was
the United Synagogue’s sole representative in that Upper Midwest
region. Possibly, there was no “need” for a greater Conservative pres-
ence because the handful of self-described Orthodox synagogues in
Shaarey Zedek’s vicinity sat families together when they (infrequently)
attended services; Friday night socials were standard fare.22 Elsewhere,
of course, and most notably in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, United
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Synagogue affiliates led the way in seeking to reach the uninterested,
even as some Reform congregations in the larger cities of America
attracted a minority of scions from Eastern European families to ser-
vices which were slowly becoming more traditional.23

Thus, if the Orthodox Union could boast, as it did in 1937, that it
was “the largest religious group numerically in the United States,”24

what remained unsaid was that neither they, nor their competitors, were
then particularly successful in halting the tide of disaffection away from
synagogue life. Moreover, what was rarely acknowledged publicly, but
was clearly evident, is that independent of the attempt to attract young
people, many of the congregations had themselves deviated from prior
halakhic standards. Probably, Orthodox Union Vice President Rabbi
David De Sola Pool offered the most candid and self-revelatory assess-
ment of the Orthodox community of his day when he wrote in 1942:

Today it is growing increasingly difficult to discern any essential organic
difference between Orthodoxy and Conservatism. The main differentiae
seem to be that conservative synagogues permit men and women to sit
together, and make more use of English in the services than do most
orthodox synagogues. Yet, some orthodox synagogues use some English
in their services and seat the sexes, if not together, at least on one floor.
No logical or clear line can be drawn today between American Orthodoxy
and Conservatism . . . American Orthodoxy no longer mirrors Eastern
European life. It is adapting itself to the American environment. Inno-
vations like the late Friday evening service or the removal of the women’s
gallery, or the confirmation of girls or a community seder . . . would have
shocked the worshippers of a generation ago. Today such practices are
accepted in numerous congregations.25

In other words, and to reiterate, as late as the Second World War, if
and when an American Jew attended synagogue, he or she most likely
prayed and socialized in an Orthodox synagogue. But the number of Jews
who were disposed to attend synagogues of any type was in decline. And
the Orthodox synagogues that serviced the non-observant masses were
themselves not especially punctilious in their adherence to the demands
and requirements of Jewish law as prescribed in the Shulh. an Arukh.26

If, in the end, so few inter-war synagogues differed in any real way
from one another, what ultimately moved individuals and families to affili-
ate with either “Orthodoxy” through its Union or “Conservatism” through
the United Synagogue? We have pointed to the importance of local tradi-
tions as well as to the ability to be first on the scene as factors which bol-
stered the Orthodox synagogue—even if, as in the case of Charleston,
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younger members might not be committed to Orthodoxy outside the con-
gregation’s precincts. We also noted the more idiosyncratic case of
Philadelphia, where it was the prejudices and proclivities of a powerful
Eastern European rabbi that helped the United Synagogue secure an early
and enduring hold on the allegiances of so many second generation Jews.

For himself, Mordecai Kaplan, an on-the-scene observer who sorely
wanted the Jews of his time to readily accept far more innovation and
change in synagogue ritual, offered this particularly insightful sugges-
tion to explain the inherent traditionalism of those who attended the 
synagogues of his time: “The non-observant ‘Orthodox die-hards,’” he
complained, possessed a “dualistic philosophy of living and making a 
living.” While these Jews, he continued, “may permit (themselves) many
a wrong in the process of making a living” (like working on Shabbat)
“in that which constitutes living,” namely, religious life, “they uphold
Orthodoxy”—especially when their synagogue provides them with
mixed seating and the late Friday night service.27

Where were the Orthodox Jews who practiced what their faith
preached amidst this half-century of religious decline? The search for
immigrant piety and second generational commitment leads naturally
and initially to the Lower East Side, where a cadre of Orthodox rabbis
who trained in Eastern Europe, together with a small group of lay sup-
porters, attempted to transplant the civilization they remembered from
the Old World to these shores. For these individuals, personal obser-
vance of Shabbat and the other demands of Halakhah were a given. And
they publicly expressed their religious values, during their early years
here, through regular attendance in their immigrant Orthodox syna-
gogues. These were the rabbis who excoriated the masses who were not
in shul on Shabbat. Their lay backers were those who heard the religious
leaders’ plaintive cries. These men in the pews were also proud of their
minority status as those who upheld religious principles, such as the
inviolability of Shabbat, at all personal costs.28

Although internecine jealousies and rivalries often set these immi-
grant leaders apart, by 1902, some, but not all, of these rabbis aggregat-
ed themselves into a national body, the Agudath ha-Rabbanim (Union
of Orthodox Rabbis of the United States and Canada). With resistance
to Americanization as their goal, they set out to influence and recruit a
new generation of youngsters—largely from among the children of their
modest minions of lay supporters—who, imbued with the spirit of
Eastern European learning, would later choose to separate themselves
from the lures of this new land. Thus, the Agudath ha-Rabbanim’s most
favored institutions were the elementary yeshivah, Etz Chaim, estab-
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lished downtown in 1886, and the Rabbi Isaac Elchanan Theological
Seminary, founded in the same neighborhood some eleven years later.
At their inception, the deeply committed and observant students of
these institutions were afforded the barest modicum of secular training;
study of Torah and Talmud dominated their days. In the next two
decades (1900-1920), this incipient yeshivah world would expand ever
so slightly—geographically and numerically. So too the educational sys-
tem would evolve to permit anxious students greater exposure to secular
subjects, enabling them to compete with and against their fellow non-
observant Jews in the American world around them. By the end of
World War I, the crown of Orthodoxy’s core committed constituency in
America were the approximately one thousand young men who attend-
ed the six yeshivah elementary schools and the one high school (the
Talmudical Academy, an extension of the Etz Chaim-RIETS community)
that were situated on the Lower East Side, in Harlem, Brooklyn, and
Baltimore, Maryland. Their educational and religious horizons differed
fundamentally from those of their fellow Jews of Eastern European
descent who had to be coaxed or attracted to synagogues.29

To be sure, the practicing Orthodox community consisted of more
than those aligned with this early American yeshivah world. To begin
with, there were immigrant rabbis and their families who harbored sep-
aratist sentiments and practiced what Orthodoxy preached. But they
were ensconced in communities removed from the metropolis. They
had no access to this fledgling parochial school system—that is, unless
they were prepared to send their sons to the great eastern city (it may be
noted that thirty-seven of the fifty-nine charter members of the Agudath
ha-Rabbanim lived outside the New York area). Then there were those
separatist-leaning and highly-observant families, both in New York and
elsewhere, who had only daughters and thus could not be counted within
the yeshivah world. There were as yet no “girls’ yeshivahs” available.
Finally, there were the many within the observant metropolitan area
community who observed Shabbat and personally upheld the other
strictures of halakhah, but who disdained the separatism from America
then explicit in a yeshivah education. This cohort of laymen and rabbis,
even including members of the Agudath ha-Rabbanim, probably consti-
tuted the largest segment of an ideologically-variegated observant 
community. These more modern New York Orthodox Jews, along with
those of more traditional stripes who either had daughters or who lived
outside the metropolis, sent their children to the public schools and
then relied on communal or private Talmud Torahs to educate their
youngsters.30
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Of course, when these children attended the supplementary schools,
they invariably sat with other second generation Jewish children whose
nominally Orthodox families were not as committed to maintaining the
highest standards of personal observance. Thus, while schools like the
Uptown or Salanter Talmud Torahs in New York, then among the most
favored institutions of the Orthodox Union, could boast as late as 1917
of some 1,400 and 500 students respectively (with boys and girls in sep-
arate classes), far from all of these students came from observant
homes. Likewise, when the most observant of these youngsters and
their parents attended services in Americanized synagogues, such as the
aforementioned Jewish Center, they counted among their shul-mates
Jews of many varying religious dispositions.31

The aforementioned incipient American yeshivah community, ini-
tially consisting of but six schools for boys, slowly expanded during the
inter-war period as, arguably, a committed core of observant Orthodox
Jews persisted through a new generation. By 1940, some 7,700 students
were attending 34 Orthodox schools of varying stripes, with New York,
and especially Brooklyn, continuing as the hub or heartland of intensive
Jewish education. Twenty-nine of the schools and 95% of the students
were situated in the metropolis. Elsewhere, as before, handfuls of punc-
tiliously-practicing Orthodox families did their level best—through
Talmud Torah education or private tutoring—to keep their children
close to traditional religious values.32

However, even as the New York-based yeshivah movement grew
modestly, its constituency variegated somewhat. Now not every yeshivah
boy, and with the establishment of a few female and co-educational
schools, not every yeshivah girl, came from a strictly observant home.
While it is safe to assume that the vast majority of pupils who attended
such all-boy schools as Williamsburg’s Torah Vodaath33 or the Talmud-
ical Academy in Manhattan or, for that matter, the girls’ Williamsburg’s
Beis Yaakov, hailed from homes where Shabbat observance and other
fundamental halakhic values were the norm, the same certainly cannot
be said of the backgrounds of students who entered Boro Park’s own Etz
Hayim for boys, Williamsburg’s Shulamith School for girls, the co-edu-
cational Yeshivah of Flatbush, or the Ramaz School. One early study of
the three modern yeshivahs in Brooklyn revealed that many parents who
were interested in these schools “do not want their children to be forced
to wear a talit katan.” Moreover, “while desirous of giving their children a
nationalist Hebraic education, they do not want [such training] coupled
with strict religious observances.” And retrospective studies of Ramaz’s
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student body have revealed that “non-observance was clearly a known
fact of life” among families “whose commitment to Torah education was
by no means absolute.”34

Those families who sent their children to these most modern of
Jewish day schools “to engender in [them] a love for their people and its
cultural heritage and a strong attachment to the Zionist way of life” pos-
sessed a decidedly higher level of Jewish consciousness than most
American Jews of their time. But their dedication to Judaism, as well as
their expressed willingness to separate their children from the secular
world of public school education, did not translate into profound inter-
est in upholding halakhic norms personally. Indeed, at least at Ramaz,
the school’s goal was to convince parents of the value of “reconciling
their practices with the school’s traditions,” essentially through adopting
a more observant lifestyle. In other words, from inter-war days on, the
American yeshivah community, once the pride of Orthodoxy’s core
committed constituency, had its own less-observant cohort.”35

The predominance of non-observance among American Jews who
identified themselves as Orthodox continued to prevail during the early
post-war years, as second and third generation families relocated to sub-
urbia. Then and there, what might be described as a half-hearted revival
of Judaism took place, as it became a good American value, in new
neighborhoods, for second-and third-generation Jews to affirm religion
through affiliation with a Jewish house of worship. It was also impor-
tant to Jews who feared assimilation in varying degrees and abhorred
intermarriages of all sorts to identify themselves and their children with
the touchstone institution, the synagogue, in their religiously mixed
neighborhoods. In this environment, Jews joined suburban Orthodox,
Conservative, and Reform synagogues en masse.36

However, interest in religious observance in no way paralleled
increased levels of affiliation. And here, as in the past, the religious life
styles of nominally Orthodox Jews paralleled those of their Conservative
counterparts. For example, while membership rolls grew, congregants
did not feel particularly obliged to attend services on a regular basis and
Shabbat observance was still honored in the breach. “The size of a 
suburban congregation,” one on-the-scene Orthodox observer reported as
late as 1961, “bears little relation to the number of worshippers actually
at services. Membership in a synagogue is not translated into religious
observance.” No less than those who infrequently attended Conservative
synagogues, “members of Orthodox congregations,” he continued, “seem
to be becoming lax in kashruth, Sabbath observance and other cardinals
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of the Jewish faith.” In his view, “Jews in suburbia, whatever they called
themselves, regarded their affiliation as a mark of social identification,
not as an act of faith [emphasis his].”37

Like their Conservative brethren, Orthodox Jews worked on Shabbat.
As before, “the businessman’s observance of the Sabbath is a vexing
problem,” reported the president of a fledgling Orthodox synagogue in
New Rochelle, New York. “The retailer is liable to suffer tremendously
by having his store closed on . . . the busiest day of the week.” Many of
those who did attend services drove to synagogue on Shabbat. The only
real difference between them and their Conservative fellow suburbanites
is that Orthodox worshippers did so without the approval of their rabbis.
And sometimes, more observant worshippers censured them. Some
guilt-ridden Orthodox drivers “appease[d] their guilt by parking his
(sic) car a few blocks away.” Others hid their violations “out of respect
for the orthodoxy of the older members.”38

Interestingly enough, some post-war Jews belonged simultaneously
to both the Conservative and Orthodox congregations in their vicinities,
blurring denominational lines further. Such was the case in New Rochelle,
where that same synagogue president lamented that “a large percentage
of the Orthodox group is at the same time affiliated with the Conservative
congregation.” “They lose their scruples,” he angrily observed, “as the fash-
ion of the day changes. Basically, such ‘Orthodox Jews’ in the modern sub-
urban society comply with the ‘niceties’ of their new environment.”39

Similarly, in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, a sociologist found that almost
15 percent of the members of that community’s Orthodox synagogue
also “[retained] membership” in either a Conservative or Reform con-
gregation.40 Concomitantly, a Boston-based observer had his own prob-
lems defining who was Orthodox and who was not: “Some Jews,” he
noticed, “go to non-orthodox temples but try to keep Shabboth [sic]
and Kashruth. Others attend Orthodox shools [sic], but drive there on
Shabboth [sic].” “Maybe,” he suggested, “the best practical definition of
an Orthodox Jew is one who believes in the Divine origin of the Torah,
tries to learn more about it and to observe the Mitzvoth and precepts
more fully and who affiliates with an orthodox synagogue.”41

A contemporary young Orthodox rabbi defined the non-observant
component similarly, even as he defined them as solidly within the
Orthodox camp. In his view,

we must include in the category of orthodox Jew the one who, while of
lesser or negligible observance in personal life retains spiritual allegiance
to traditional Judaism. He is not a practicing Jew but rather a preferring
Jew [emphasis his].42
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For this and other suburban-based rabbis, Orthodoxy’s communal
agenda was twofold: to make their synagogues as socially attractive as
the Conservative and Reform temples with whom they were in heated
competition for the masses of the non-observant; and to try to find
ways of convincing those who opted to join their synagogues to adopt
traditional forms of behavior. However, in the 1950s through early 1960s,
Orthodoxy was only marginally successful in both parts of its campaign.
This era marked the beginning of the winnowing out of Orthodoxy of the
masses of occasional synagogue-goers, and their comfortable reposition-
ing into a growing and now numerically predominant Conservative
movement. Likewise, spiritual retrieval work within the Orthodox syna-
gogue was then only starting to take its first fledgling steps.43

Essentially, the second half of the twentieth century opened with
Orthodoxy in numerical decline. By 1970, only 11% of American Jews
identified with Orthodoxy, as compared to 42% affiliated with Conser-
vatism and 33% with Reform. Fourteen percent had no denominational
affiliation. A pattern was established, beginning slowly in the 1950s, that
has continued to this day. For the most part, “the nominally Orthodox”
fell “by the wayside and more of those who define themselves as
Orthodox really are committed or want to be.”44 In other words, those
who persisted were primarily that hardy breed who practiced what their
traditional faith preached. Orthodoxy was observed punctiliously first
by descendants of the inter-war early yeshivah community, those native-
born and third-generation Jews who, as we have indicated, had managed,
now over several decades, to maintain their fidelity to the fundamental
strictures of Halakhah even as they acculturated and rose economically
in America. Then, after the Second World War, a new generation con-
tinued family and halakhic traditions in their own enclaves in suburbia.
For example, by 1960, Far Rockaway, New York had become one such
mecca for observant Orthodox Jews, as it earned for itself the proud
reputation of a “Torah-Suburb-by-the-Sea.” It boasted of being home to
between four and five thousand “observant Jews . . . in the 35-45 age
range . . . part and parcel of the American milieu [who] migrated to Far
Rockaway from such nurturing grounds of American Jewish Orthodoxy
. . . as Manhattan’s Lower East Side, Washington Heights and Brooklyn’s
Williamsburg and Boro Park.” One booster of this community described 
it as

a community adjacent to a major metropolis, whose residents earn their
livelihoods in the city—and who, being imbued with the spirit of Torah,
cheerfully and zestfully relish the pure joy of Torah living. They are
American-born, most of them, educated in American yeshivoth; they
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study Torah constantly and use it as the guide to complete, “shlaimusdik”
(complete) Jewish living.45

The early post-war period also opened a new brighter era for those
observant families situated in many cities and regions remote from the
metropolis who previously had had no access to yeshivah education.
Those who had relied on Talmud Torahs and private tutoring to educate
their children were now the beneficiaries of the efflorescence of day
school education nationwide. In the generation between 1940 and 1960,
day school enrollment rose from 7,700 to approximately 56,000. Equally
significant, by 1960, there were more day schools outside of New York
and its environs than there were within, though the metropolitan area
schools generally were larger than those out-of-town. Still, there was a
sturdier base than ever for the observant family to maintain its religious
identity through the succeeding generations.46 Of course, in time, day
school education would become synonymous with, if not a sine qua non
for, membership in the Orthodox community, despite the fact that
many of these schools were religiously heterogeneous. The inter-war
trend that we noted previously, of non- or less-observant youngsters
being exposed to yeshivah education, continues to this day.47

While the descendants of the early yeshivah community—and those
who emulated their educational policies—continued to make their way
within early post-War America, a second group of even more committed
immigrant Orthodox Jews was arriving on these shores. These refugees
and survivors, primarily from Hitler’s terror, but also later from Stalin’s
tanks, sought this country because the Europe they were once part of had
been, or was in the process of being, destroyed. These were the Jews who,
during the period of mass migrations, had heeded the words of those
Eastern European rabbis who had declared America off-limits to those
who wished to serve God properly. Brought to America by the tragedy of
their times, they were zealously dedicated to reconstituting the religious
civilization they had seen burn before their eyes.48

Actually, this new breed of self-segregating newcomers began settling
here as early as the mid-1930s. Their presence was felt first within the
incipient yeshivah communities, as the newcomers’ youngsters swelled
their meager ranks, while their views of the general and Jewish world
around them challenged the stances taken by some early American
yeshivot towards educating their pupils. For example, in 1937, the afore-
mentioned Beis Yaakov school movement, which had been founded a
generation earlier in Eastern Europe, sank its first American roots in
Williamsburg. The school would soon rival the Shulamith school for the
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enrollment and allegiances of girls from observant families. Interestingly
enough, Williamsburg, long the epicenter of the core of committed
Orthodox Jews, provided the first American home for many of the
Hasidic sects that made up a goodly part of this new migration, even as
their degree of commitment to old ways exceeded even that of the most
resolute of the inter-war Orthodox Jews. Other Lithuanian “yeshivah
world” types would settle in their own closed suburban, almost rural,
communities such as Lakewood, New Jersey. Over the succeeding
decades, these groups’ influence and impact would be increasingly felt
within both the larger Orthodox group and American Jewry in general.
But that story belongs to a subsequent, and the most recent era, of
Orthodoxy in the United States.49

Notes

1. Essentially, through this analysis, we are attempting to categorize the synagogual
choices of the masses of immigrant Eastern European Jews—by 1900, clearly
American Jewry’s majority—over two or three generations. Unquestionably, the
new arrivals, the immigrant generation, were religiously based in the hundreds
of landsmanshaft synagogues in America’s major cities or in the h. evrahs that
were established in smaller towns. These transplanted European-style shtiebls—
to be somewhat rhetorically anachronistic—outnumbered the Americanized
synagogues that affiliated either with the liberal-leaning Union of American
Hebrew Congregations (UAHC), organized in the 1870s, or the more traditional
Union of Orthodox Jewish Congregations of America (OU), founded just before
the turn of the century. Statistically speaking, as of 1900, the UAHC recorded
that it had 99 congregations, serving approximately 10,000 Jews. The OU’s
founding convention brought together only fifty synagogues. Obviously, these
figures are dwarfed by the immigrant-driven numbers that populated the lands-
manshaften. Twenty years later, circa World War I, the patterns remained
basically the same. In 1917, the UAHC reported some 200 synagogues and
almost 21,000 members, while the OU suggested fewer than 180 synagogues.
The fledgling United Synagogue of America (USA), founded in 1913, had, at
its outset, twenty-two synagogues. See on these synagogue statistics, Marc Lee
Raphael, Profiles in American Judaism: The Reform, Conservative, Orthodox and
Reconstructionist Traditions in Historical Perspective (San Francisco, 1985), 138,
197. For a frame of reference, these numbers should be compared with the lit-
erally hundreds of landsmanshaften listed and other statistical data offered for
New York Judaism as of 1917 in the Jewish Communal Register (New York:
The Jewish Community [Kehillah] of New York, 1918).

For the inter-war and wartime period (circa 1920-1945), the chronolog-
ical focus of our study, our assertion that synagogued Jews of Eastern
European descent most likely attended some sort of Orthodox synagogue
challenges some long-held assumptions about 20th century denominational



life. Sociologists, such as Nathan Glazer and especially Marshall Sklare, have
posited that second generation Eastern European Jews who were disaffected
from landsmanshaft Judaism (and who were still interested in synagogue life)
found their way, during the 1920s and 1930s, and within third settlement
areas, into the then growing Conservative movement, identified with the
USA. That movement grew in strength of synagogue affiliates, from 22 affili-
ates at its outset to 229 by 1929, making it almost equal in number to the
UAHC, which boasted 281 member congregations. Sklare, for example, has
argued that when Orthodoxy existed in these regions, it was “found in it, but
not of it,” and did not adapt itself to meet the pressures Jews faced.
Conservativism, on the other hand, characterized by its mixed pews, deco-
rum, non-commercialism, late Friday night services, and Jewish center-style
activities, captured the allegiances of the many marginally observant Jews—
the objects of our study—who, in the first generation, attended immigrant
Orthodox synagogues. See on this conceptualization Marshall Sklare,
Conservative Judaism: An American Religious Movement (Glencoe, IL, 1955),
72-73, 84-86. See also Nathan Glazer, American Judaism (Chicago, 1957),
91-92. On the persistence of this viewpoint into more contemporary histori-
ography, see Henry L. Feingold, A Time for Searching: Entering the
Mainstream, 1920-1945 (Baltimore and London, 1992), 104-107.

I am suggesting, here and elsewhere, that a close examination of the rit-
ual practice, denominational self-identification, rabbinic staffing patterns,
and the range of ancillary synagogue activities of the United Synagogue
reveals that in the inter-war period, many of the USA affiliates behaved and
were led in precisely the same way as were the OU congregations. Both the
USA and OU were home, in some areas, to synagogues where meh. iz. ah-style
seating obtained and no deviations from Halakhah were countenanced.
Elsewhere, in a very fluid environment, both USA and OU congregations
accepted mixed seating during services and adopted the popular late Friday
night service. And very often, these synagogues were served by graduates of
either the Jewish Theological Seminary or the Rabbi Isaac Elchanan Theo-
logical Seminary. And everywhere, Jewish center style activities were in vogue,
at least nominally, in USA and OU congregations. See below for examples of
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It is not possible to ascertain precisely how many congregations in the
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Orthodox synagogues than other denominational groups. For more on the
mystery of how many Orthodox Union congregations had mixed seating
during the inter-war period see note 26 of this study.
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